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Features: - Straightforward interface - Allows you to compress JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP and TIF formats - Provides fine-grained
control over the output quality - Allows you to easily resize images to pre-defined width and height - Allows you to watermark
or append a stamp to your pictures - Quick preview of the output quality - Designed for all OS - Compatible with all Windows
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This application is featured with a straightforward graphic interface and a powerful compression algorithm that allows you to
work with pictures of different sizes and resolutions (JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP and TIFF image types are supported) and to add a
watermark over images. This tool is really easy to use. I installed it right away and was able to take 2 images and cut them down
to 300 dpi (maybe not that much for print, but not bad for the web). I then resized them to 400 x 300 and dropped them into a

new folder in "images" and renamed the folder and the 2 images. That was it, there were no errors, save, close, done!
SliceMaker ended up creating 6 new images: 2 originals and 4 edited. I was surprised how small the size of the originals files

were. I expected the sizes to get larger. But with all my editing I only reduced the file sizes by 20 KB, so definitely don't expect
anything too big. It has some nice features, like being able to add watermarks, but this software isn't intended for that, it's

designed for cutting down file sizes. I hope that's what you are looking for when you downloaded it. Rating: Not Recommended
Thursday, 03 May 2011 04:09:52 AM Kevin White Hi guys. Just wanted to give a quick review of SliceMaker Image

Compressor - you can't beat the price, quality and user-friendly nature of the program. I've used it to simply resize some photos,
and I'm a bit of an advanced user (I teach photography at a technical school). I started with a photo resized to 1200 x 600 and

managed to cut that in half with the program without a hitch. The quality of the files is really good. The watermark I added was
clear and bright - and the watermarks themselves are fine too. No problems there. I highly recommend this software because it's

very reasonably priced, the program is easy to use, and you can't go wrong with it. Rating: Recommended Friday, 04 January
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2011 07:36:44 PM Terrence Albrecht SliceMaker Image Compressor is a resizer and watermarker that can help you change the
size of existing images and overlays text or graphics on to images. You can also use this software to reduce the image filesize

and compress an image 09e8f5149f
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SliceMaker Image Compressor is a powerful and easy-to-use image editor that is capable of resizing, compressing,
watermarking and converting images. The program can significantly reduce the size of the picture and... SliceMaker Graphic
Process is a professional digital image editing software designed for graphic designers, photographers, artists and other image-
editing enthusiasts. It is equipped with a whole lot of powerful and useful options to help you quickly and effortlessly edit your
digital images. The software comes with a very attractive and visually appealing user interface that enables you to perform some
very common image editing operations like rotating, cropping, resizing, adding text, adding watermarking, changing brightness,
contrast, and color, etc. If you want to save yourself time and effectively use the features and functions included in the software,
you will have to edit your images using multi-layered tools. Because of the way the software is designed, you will have to edit
your images using the filters found in the resources section. You can easily apply a filter to one or several images at once with
the help of the controls available on the toolbar. Furthermore, you can combine various filters to create new images, where you
can select from a range of effect combinations, including mosaic, sepia, and more. There are also buttons to apply effects such
as gradient, brightness, saturation, and more. You can also apply special effects like retro and retro cross. The advanced user can
also use the effects editor to customize the effect on the images and or the effect so you can create very unique and different
looking images. The advanced user will also get some additional tools like the effects editor, a freehand drawing tool, a selection
tool, and a dropper tool. SliceMaker Graphic Process Features Rotate, crop, resize, flip, flip vertical, flip horizontal, add text,
add special effect, create picture frame, resize and crop, merge, merge and crop, copy and paste, add special effect, rotate,
resize, flip, flip horizontal, flip vertical, crop, crop and resize, copy, paste, create picture frame, and more. SliceMaker Graphic
Process 3.0.0.8 Cracked.exe Because image editing is a complicated process, even for professionals, it often requires two or
more persons to work efficiently. Because of that, SliceMaker Graphic Process comes with a sophisticated multi-user function
that enables you to collaborate and share the design of your projects. Sl

What's New In SliceMaker Image Compressor?

- Free for personal use. - Supports all image formats - Generate watermark of any size, type and position - Reduce the size of
images, and automatically resize them to different standards - Import files directly from Explorer (Windows) or Finder (Mac) -
Convert, edit, compress and alter image files - Watermark your pictures with text or graphics - Adjust the file name and add
your own watermark - Save the converted images in... Save your time and money by using a simple little utility that saves you
from all the guesswork when you are preparing to send files by email. Simply drag and drop files and they'll be compressed
automatically and neatly without you having to do any fiddly stuff. You can even save messages you've just prepared by using
templates. And, of course, you can save them as an attachment, too. Easy File Compress. Really simple, the minimum of tools. I
just like the look of the tools, you do not need to go anywhere in the app, just drag and drop files and it's done, No dialog boxes,
just what you need. Compress Free Images PNG Compress Free Images PNG is a software for windows to compress images
png for many users to compress their files. Compress Free Images PNG is the perfect tool for saving disk space, reducing your
data usage and keeping your system safe from viruses. The application can help you to compress any image and make it smaller
than before, easy-to-understand interface allows you to use the application completely and gives you complete control over the
image compress. Compress Free Images PNG is a freeware for personal use and allows you to compress one or many images
png at once, just drag and drop the files you want to compress into this utility. You can also merge many images files into a
single compressed image file for large image files, easy-to-use,... Easy File Compress. Really simple, the minimum of tools. I
just like the look of the tools, you do not need to go anywhere in the app, just drag and drop files and it's done, No dialog boxes,
just what you need. Auto Image Compress Plus - Recover Images 3.0.1. Auto Image Compress Plus - Recover Images is a good
image and document compression software designed for Windows platform. The application is designed for Windows XP users,
but you can also use it on Windows Vista and Windows 7. It enables
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Mac OS X 10.7 or later Intel (x86) or AMD (x86_64) 1 GB of RAM 1366x768 resolution or greater (if
you have a widescreen monitor, consider using the HIGH setting) I love being able to go out into the woods or the desert to
relax. I love it because I get away from the noise and chaos of the city, and it reminds me of what it was like to be a kid. But
even
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